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Srecko Bradic

1st Symphony

Throughout its whole length, the symphony represents a universal unity of several ideas. The multi-movement imperative has been adopted on the basis of five movements and it partially adopts the principle of contrast as a psychological branch in building of a macro-form. The first movement begins its quest for the unity of ideas with slow musical expression, insisting on an acute upper register of the bassoon. A strongly rhythmicized string corpus carries out an interruption of this way of thinking, thus bringing, first on its own and then together with the piano, a thematic initiation that is subsequently being connected to the introductory motives, although in a different surroundings, merging them into a precisely exalted rhythmicized expression.

The attempts of coquetting with traditional forms of expression are noticeable in the two passacaglias, first of which ends with a slow “melodic” final part, and the second of which ends with an inconsistent fugato of a cluster-like chromatic diapason.

The fourth movement was imagined as a fast journey, which incorporates playing around with rhythmically monotonous spheres (the sound of railway), as well as with exceptional virtuosity.

In the echo of the fourth movement’s final blow, the Finale begins and, through its maniacal relation of the piano to the overall sound strength, gives out an order to the rest of the instrumentarium to follow in the same manner. Still, some individuals of deep sonority try to articulate sound in a different way and to push their idea forward. Their persistence is not rewarded, or, in other words, adopted, because after the imitation of benign melodic patterns a “volcanic rebellion” begins, justifying the initiator of this final expression. The king of rhythmical audibility leads this eruption and in its thundering way sets out the ideal solution envisaged for the ending.